The occupant sits on a chair in a room. The clothes on the occupant have been tailored to fit the surface of the body along with pockets to carry objects. The chair is placed on a carpet that runs along the floor until it reaches the surface of a wall. Upon that wall is a layer of wallpaper, tailored to fit the openings of doorways, windows, and terminating at closets. Clothes, objects in a room, and the surfaces that line an interior are all made using drawings at a 1 ;1 scale. This paper focuses on the drawing conventions used in clothing patterns, furniture, and architecture, and the possibility of sharing notations, which could result in new constructions. A drawing previously analyzed by
Robin Evans becomes the instigator to test the exchangeability of these drawing conventions.
The result relies on the borrowing of clothing pattern construction techniques to inform the production of architecture in a project for a chair.
Both architectural and clothing production have formalized the process of representation. This has resulted in a standardized language specific to each discipline. Inherent are certain rules, notations, and symbols that have the potential to extend from one discipline to another. The orthographic drawing is the convention used in the practice of architecture. It allows for the accurate measurement and representation of individual surfaces such as plan, elevation, section, and detail views, which then get keyed together through a system of references. These flattened views are chosen to rep-resent the most important information, usually with a wall or floor serving as a base to the drawing. A scale is applied to the architectural drawings at a certain proportion. In contrast, the scale of the clothing pattern is established at 1:1. Notations on the pattern instruct the tailor about the size, centerline, notches, grain-line direction, folding, pinning, darts, and the location of additional assembly as well as connection details.'' The clothing pattern becomes a documentation of the body. It mimics the surface of the skin, allowing the pattern to unfold and take precedence over a dominant organizing system, such as the grid commonly referred to in orthographic drawing systems. In contrast, clothing patterns locate darts by lining the irregular surface of the body and by unfolding that surface onto a plane. The dart notation of a pattern for a coat, for example, tells the tailor how to develop a flat surface or create a volume through the darts located around the waist (Fig.   2 ). The clothing pattern confronts the problem of wrapping a form that cannot fold or unfold with the same precision as an orthogonal form.
The question can be asked: how can the conventions of the clothing pattern enter into a dialogue with the orthographic system? One of the consequences of the orthographic system is that people and objects that inhabit the interior are largely absent from the drawing,
although they are what we perceive in an occupied space. It is this situation that allows me to form a dialogue between architecture and clothing. An object one might find in a room, such as a chair that references the occupant, becomes the focus of this investigation. The chair mediates between the body and the architecture and is given precedence in the orthographic drawing as a base. This investigation explores the possibility of making the dart used in clothing construction become structural in architecture.
Referring back to the opening scenario of the occupant sitting on a chair in a room, we can rethink the types of drawing used to represent the elements within that space. The surfaces lining the room, such as wallpaper and rugs, are made at a 1:1 scale and share similar characteristics with a clothing pattern.
The pliable materials of interior surface linings are shaped in a nonorthogonal manner, as if they take into consideration the notation of darts. For instance, if a layer of wallpaper is peeled away, it becomes a pattern lifted off the wall.
Therefore, a connection can be made between the wallpaper as a full-scale drawing and an unfolded drawing as the pattern of a volume. Interiors have conditions that require darts, such as the point where the door molding projects into space creating a volume. Just like darts in clothing, the pattern allows one to manipulate surfaces to form a volume.
A room in a house is chosen to test the relationship of interior surfaces to the notation of darts in clothing patterns. Muslin, the material typically used for mocking up clothing patterns, acts both as wallpaper and as a fullscale drawing. Surfaces are lined with muslin to find Weinthal 1 Rebecca Horn (Fig. 5 ). The image offers an example of a body scribing a line in space and making that line tangible. Darts used in clothing patterns employ the same line and wedge shape and are similarly made tangible as they give structure to the clothing. I want to test the potential of this dart, the space spanning between surfaces, which I will call "wing space." The notation in the "developed surface interior" drawing has the potential to become the structure that pulls these walls together to form a volume. This is the point at which a relationship can be established at full scale between the corner in architecture and the dart in clothing patterns.
On the surfaces of these elevations, the furniture makers attempted to show how the furnishings would fit in the interior space. The furnishings are applied as if they belong to that surface without regard to the whole. If a chair is to be placed next to a wall, the chair gravitates towards that surface. Placing objects towards the center of the floor plan becomes more difficult as the draftsman tries to show the furniture in a view that would be the clearest. The drawing simultaneously consists of two different drawing types: plan and perspective. The furniture drawn in perspective appears to be suspended within the space of the plan, leaving it up to our imagination to connect the walls at their edges and fold the room back up so that it reads as a whole. This architectural drawing represents the interior surfaces of elevation and floor plan as the primary surfaces that act as a base for personal objects to be placed upon. The personal objects are thus assigned a secondary role. Why can't the personal objects that one places in the interior be the base upon which the interior architectural surfaces unfold? How would that change the structure of a space?
The Chair Plan A chair is chosen as a vehicle to answer these questions. The construction of the chair begins by using the hybridized rules of the two drawing conventions: the 1 : scale borrowed from clothing patterns and the unfolded base view of the orthographic system. By its nature, the drawing allows singular elevations, which act as a pattern for the chair to be made. The edges of the chair are where it is to be unfolded, where one finds those spaces that offer darts or wing spaces. This act begins lit o address the possibility of finding those latent notations that we see in clothing patterns and making them tangible (Fig. 7) .
The relationship of the floor to the objects that are placed on it refers us back to my earlier question; how can objects be given priority by being the base upon which architectural surfaces unfold? The chair assumes priority on the plan, and when unfolded, it unfolds the floor.
New edges are created in response to the floor, as it breaks from itself to connect to the unfolded chair.
Is there room in the drawing system for latent notations to become tangible? Can two drawing systems, one used for architecture, the other for clothing patterns, provide information to further one another? These questions are addressed through the relationship of parts in The Chair Plan (Frontispiece, Fig. 6 ).
Weinthal Conclusion
The dart is a notation that tells the tailor how to make a flat surface follow the contour of the body. 
